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LAWSUIT
IN MY SKIN

Practical

MAGIC
STORY BY ALLYSON BEASECKER

Elizabethtown senior Samantha Tackett has always felt a pull toward magic. “It made me feel better,” Tackett said. “I feel
like sometimes that is the goal in Wicca. It’s different for everyone, but I want to feel in control.”
AUSTIN ANTHONY/HERALD

Student finds healing in Wiccan faith

S

amantha Tackett gazed up at the full moon stained
red by the sun.

that her Christian upbringing failed to offer any solace.
“I felt like God hadn’t protected me or spared me,”

With subtle whispers, the melodic words of an incan-

tation left her lips.

Tackett said. “It took away a lot of my control and I wanted to find a way to put that control back in my life.”

“Bless this high priestess on this most sacred night.
Send down your lunar shaft of power upon this circle.”

The Elizabethtown senior had always felt a pull towards magic. Her grandmother was a Wiccan, and al-

Tackett is a witch.

though she had died when Tackett was young, her grand-

When she was 15-years-old she was assaulted by a

mother's choice of religion stuck with her.

man. The traumatic experience caused her to spiral into a

“Even though I didn’t know a lot about it through her

dark period void of any mean of consolation and revealed

SEE IN MY SKIN PAGE A3

FOOTBALL

FEIX FIELD
GETS A
FACELIFT
PAGE A8

THU 78°/56°
FRI 77°/51°
SAT 78°/57°
SUN 81°/61°

WKU appeal
denied in
court case
BY SHELBY ROGERS
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

The Kentucky Court of Appeals
denied WKU's appeal regarding the
longest-standing legal case currently involving the university.
Since 2009, former Board of Regents secretary Elizabeth Esters
claimed President Gary Ransdell
forced her to retire against her will
on Dec. 31, 2008. She claimed “contractual damages” of $44,617.80,
the equivalent of her salary and
benefits she would not receive in
her contract year, according to
court documents.
“Esters claimed that President
Ransdell constructively discharged
her by telling her that she needed to
‘go on an retire’ and that she would
be leaving by midyear,” the court’s
ruling said.
In 2011, the Franklin Circuit
court decided Esters was working under an authorized contract,
which WKU appealed to in DecemSEE LAWSUIT PAGE A3

Students to
get Microsoft
Office for free
BY TREY CRUMBIE
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Starting this week, students will
be able to get Microsoft Office 365
ProPlus at no cost at all. The package includes the latest versions of
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook,
OneNote, Access and Publisher.
Robert Owen, vice president for
Information Technology, said he
was thrilled that the programs will
be available for students.
“I think it’s going to be a significant value to them, I’m sure it’s going to be,” Owen said.
The free assortment of programs
comes from the Microsoft Student
Advantage, a program available to
WKU and other universities who
are Microsoft volume license purSEE MICROSOFT PAGE A3

Earth Day connects campus to sustainability
BY KAYLA BOYD
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
What could plastic bottles, kale, birdhouses
and bike trails possibly have in common?
They all made an appearance at Tuesday’s
Earth Day Festival. The celebration included education and took over Centennial Mall, bringing
together vendors from around Bowling Green
and WKU.
Bowling Green Municipal Utilities (BGMU),
WKU’s Horticulture Club and Ecology Club,
WKU’s Restaurant Group, the Community
Farmers Market and TopCrops were just a few
of the booths that filled the mall. Several sold
homegrown fruits and vegetables, emphasizing
sustainability, while others focused on recycling
and reducing waste, decreasing negative effects
on the planet.
Jamie Miller represented the WKU Restaurant
Group, offering a plethora of snacks and prod-

Chains of plastic bags were flown on Centennial Mall in honor of the Earth Day
SEE EARTH PAGE A3 festival on Tuesday. BRIAN POWERS/HERALD
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CONTINUED FROM FRONT

ber of that year by submitting briefs
rather than oral arguments to the
court. Esters maintained she would've
been terminated if she didn't retire,
while WKU argued that Esters was an
at-will employee.
On Jan. 22, 2013, the Franklin Circuit Court again found in favor of Esters' claims. The university took to the
court of appeals, and on April 11, 2014,
received another rejection of their
claims.
“We agree with the circuit court that
whether Esters was terminated is not
the issue in this case because the Board
did not vote to terminate her employment,” the ruling said. “The issue is
whether Esters’ decision to resign was
voluntary. Furthermore, we agree with
Ester’s argument that an employee’s
at-will status may be altered by an
agreement with the employer.”
Deborah Wilkins, Chief Regal Counsel said her only comment regarding
the case is that the opinion is under
review by the university and pursuing

EARTH

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
ucts that can be purchased in the Pit
Stop by Pearce-Ford Tower or Pod in
Bates Hall.
“We’re just trying to make people
aware of the products we have that
they can get here on campus without
having to leave campus to get sustainable food items.”
The Restaurant Group doesn’t just
focus on what it offers students. It also
composts, significantly reducing the
amount of trash thrown away.
“So far with the new compost system for Fresh Food Company they’ve
already composted 5.5 tons,” she said.
“When we made our poster it was
4.4 tons which is one and a half elephants.”
Kelly Lipareli, who also represented
the Restaurant Group, said that Starbucks recycles coffee grounds into the
pulper.
“Fresh Food Company has nothing that isn’t recyclable,” Lipareli said.
“And Starbucks. Even the straws go
down into the pulper which created
the 4.4 tons. It’s actually a pretty cool
thing.”
BGMU’s Doug Kimbler focused on
reducing use in the first place, before
recycling was necessary.
“We have a bunch of empty plastic
water bottles that probably cost about
$36 to get out of the machine,” he said.
“But for a penny, you could have refilled all of the bottles out of the tap. So
we’re encouraging people to think before you buy one of those bottles out
of the machine and a refillable bottle.”
Kimbler also encouraged people
to properly dispose grease and baby
wipes. Putting either of the two down
the drain or toilet can cause massive
plumbing problems which often require professional help fixing.
The Ecology Club painted birdhouses to hang around campus, which
would increase bird diversity.
One of the major projects the Ecology Club is currently working on is
building a garden shed out of recycled
pallets, said Adam Edge, a senior from
Shepherdsville. The shed will include
the first green roof on campus.
“Basically we started building it yesterday,” Edge said. “It’s at the Office
of Sustainability. It’s basically gunna
be used for holding the garden tools

A3
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further action is being considered.
Greg Stivers, the attorney handling
the case on the university's behalf, said
the court’s ruling was unexpected.
“At this point, the university has two
options,” he said. “They could either ask
the court for a rehearing, or ask the Kentucky Supreme Court to hear the case.”
Stivers said he could not comment
further on the matter.
President Gary Ransdell said the
university would be appealing the
court’s “flawed decision.”
“First of all, the Board secretary duties has no compensation,” Ransdell
said. “She was a university employee.
She retired and she began drawing
her state retirement benefits. I don’t
understand how the courts can say
she’s due more compensation, because the secretary duties are purely
in service to the board and not compensated... I think they overlooked
some important variables in this particular matter.”
Wilkins said the university would
be taking further action to combat the
decision, potentially taking the case to
the KY Supreme Court, but formal decisions have yet to be made.

cause they’re starting a bunch of raised
plant beds so it’s basically for anything
the Office of Sustainability needs.”
He said the shed would be completely sustainable and include a wall
of vegetables.
Laramie Stone, a senior from Bowling Green, represented the Horticulture Club as she rolled newspaper into
cups to place small plants in.
“We are selling houseplants that
we’ve been growing in our greenhouse the past few months and
they are like adapted well for dorm
and apartment life, they’re really
tough, hard to kill, low maintenance
plants,” she said.
As someone who appreciates being
green, Stone said it’s really neat to have
a hand in growing something from a
seed and watching it become a flowering plant or actual vegetable.
It’s a real sense of accomplishment
when your little seed babies grow up
and produce what you want them to,”
she said.
One way to reduce unnecessary use
is to leave the car keys at home and
walk to the park, school or grocery
store.
Green Ways strives to make that possible.
With 20 miles of existing trails that
connect schools, parks and neighborhoods, Green Ways offers a safe way to
travel without hopping in the car.
Currently, Green Ways is looking
to update their original Master Plan,
written in 1999. It’s turning to the public for feedback.
“We have this survey we’re asking
people to fill out that asks how they
use the Green Ways, do they know
what it is, and then there is a spot in
there for people to fill out where they’d
like to see new Green Ways,” Miranda
Clements said.
The focus now is on linking neighborhoods to schools and places so that
if people wanted to ride their bike to
the grocery store they’ll be safe doing
so.
Clements said the survey can be
found at www.warrenpc.org/greenways.
While the Earth Day Festival attracted and educated students and people
from the community, each vendor realized the necessity for action the other 364 days of the year.
“We’re out there looking out for ya,”
Kimbler said.

IN MY SKIN

“I got bit in the ass for all the dark
spells I used,” Tackett said.
CONTINUED FROM FRONT
She then focused on using meditation and healing spells to overcome
because she died when I was 10 , I knew her internal battle. Her frequent nightshe practiced Wicca,” Tackett said.
mares and panic attacks caused from
“I thought, ‘maybe there was a rea- the assault began to diminish through
son she was a Wiccan,’ so I wanted to using spells and grounding herself in
try and connect with her and I found meditation.
Wicca.”
Tackett practiced Wicca for three
Wicca is more than spells and dark years before she felt completely healed
stigmas. Born in England in the first from the assault. Her mom, Pamela
half of the 20th century and influenced Tackett, believed Wicca helped her
by pre-Christian beliefs,
daughter.
Wicca became popular in
“She needed something
the fifties and sixties.
to turn to and it has helped
The religion involves the
her through a dark period,”
ritual practice of magic
Pamela said. “Thats the
and a deep connection to
best thing.”
the earth. Wiccans believe In My Skin is a weekly feaIt was hard for Pamela to
in the presence of magical ture series that looks to tell accept her daughters conpower and male and fe- the stories of diverse stu- version to Wicca.
male deities within nature. dent populations at WKU.
“I wasn’t sure how I felt
Their rituals emphasize
and I had to learn more of
the seasons and the cyclical pattern what it was about,” Pamela said. “It hurt
of life.
a lot for her [Samantha] to turn against
After converting to Wicca, Tackett was Christian beliefs.”
desperate for her wrongdoer to meet
Tackett is devout, despite the feeling
justice. She began to dabble in dark of her family and the abounding negamagic. With anger and hurt fueling her, tive connotations that come with the
she uttered revenge spells directed at religion.
the assaulter. She will never know if her
“When I tell people I’m a Wiccan they
spells took but it provided her some re- automatically think I’m a satanist,”
lief.
Tackett said. “I don’t force it on people.”
“It made me feel better,” Tackett said.
When Tackett does a ritual, incense
“I feel like sometimes that is the goal in wafts through the air of her living room
Wicca. It’s different for everyone, but and candles light the room with an inI want to feel in control. The revenge candescent glow. Their smoke dances
spells made me feel like I was getting in swirls around her face.
justification.”
Tackett clasps a stack of tarot cards
Tackett moved away from dark magic with one hand. Slowly she flips them
after her revenge spell.
over one by one. The cards guide you
“An ye harm none, do as you will,” the Tackett said. They hold answers.
Wiccan rede states. “Ever mind the rule
“I’ve never had the cards be wrong,”
of three. What you send out comes back she said. “Magic is something you beto thee.”
lieve in that you can’t fully see but you
What you put out into the Karmic know it happens and it can change your
realm, you get back three fold.
life.”

IN MY

SKIN
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CONTINUED FROM FRONT
chasers, or those who buy Microsoft
Office products in bulk.
John Bowers, director of Academic
Technology, said IT wanted to deliver
the programs to students as fast as it
could.
“We were real excited about the student advantage program when we first
heard about it and we got on the ball to
offer it to students just as soon as we
could,” Bowers said.
Bowers said an email would arrive in students' TopperMail account
this week instructing them on how to
download the programs.
Bowers said around 20 IT employees
participated in a test run to make sure

the programs worked properly before
releasing it to the public.
The programs can be installed on
Windows, Macs and mobile devices,
including iPads. One student can install
the applications on up to five electronic
devices.
Full-time and part-time students will
be able to use the software as long as
they are enrolled at WKU. Following a
student leaving WKU, the individual
will not be able to use the programs.
Although the exact time for when this
will happen has not been confirmed,
Bowers said the programs stopped
working within a week during the trial
run.
Faculty and staff are not completely
excluded. WKU employees are able to
get Microsoft Office for a significantly reduced price under a separate program.

Correction Crime reports
Due to a Herald error Mellow Mats Music and More
was misidentified as Mellow Mat's Records and More
in the centerpiece A1 story
about the business in Tuesday's, April 22 issue of the
Herald.
The Herald regrets the error.

•

Louisville
sophomore
Cydney
Crutcher told WKU Police about
harassing comments in Rodes
Harlin on April 21. The comments were made two months ago.

•

Cashiers at P.O.D. reported that a
customer had paid for items with
a counterfeit $20 bill on April 21.

The College Heights Herald
corrects all confirmed errors
that are brought to reporters’
or editors’ attention. Please
call 745-6011 or 745-5044 to
report a correction, or e-mail
us at editor@wkuherald.com

•

Employee Daniel Bunch lost three
WKU keys on campus in February.

•

Police cited Elkton junior Rex Huff for
possession of marijuana and paraphernalia in Zacharias Hall on April
23.
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DRY CLEAN ONLY

Witchy Woman: Stevie Nicks transcends stage, style
defining music and her slightly bohemian, slightly witchy and always mysterious style.
Whether she tries to or not (and
knowing what we do about Ms. Nicks,
probably not) her flowey, gypsy looks
are enviable, carefree and sexy, and
they show a natural approach to fashion.
Beyonce may have popularized the
lyrics “I woke up like this,” but Nicks
truly embodies it. It looks like she really could have just woken up in one
of her silky, flowey gowns and a shawl,
gliding out of a dream with “Edge of
Seventeen” or “Rhiannon” playing
softly in the background. Ooh, baby,
ooh.
Some of her looks have gone on to be
featured in the costume department of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art and
exhibited with D.C.’s National Women

BY KAE HOLLOWAY
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
A true witchy woman has inspired me
this week. From reading through stories about Wiccans, to poring through
style photos from Coachella, hints of
Stevie Nicks have been everywhere.
The singer-songwriter, defined by
New York Magazine as the fairy godmother of rock, has spent over 40 years

in the Arts organization.
Fans have flocked to following in her
fashion footsteps, donning flowing
dresses, stocking up on shawls and letting their long locks flow. Dressing like
a rock icon is exciting, different and
gives you a relaxed yet stylish look for
the day.
If you’re going to portray this witchy
woman, definitely invest in (surprise,
surprise) anything and everything
flowey, especially shawls or kimonos.
H&M and Forever 21 both carry cheap,
beautiful kimonos. If you’re willing
to spend a little more, I’ve also found
some covetable kimonos on Asos.
I recommend investing in the color black. Many of Nicks’ best stage
looks involved her wearing flowing
black dresses, sporting a red lip and
adorning her head with various pieces, ranging from a small top hat to a

loosely knitted, 20s-inspired head
shawl.
Depending on what era of NIck's
you’re trying to portray, a pair of bellbottoms wouldn’t hurt either. If Urban
Outfitters or Free People don’t carry
those, it might mean a trip to your local
thrift store to find this 70s trend.
As far as makeup goes, just have
fun with it. If you’re going for darker
shades, play with darker eye makeup
and a red lip. If it’s a more natural color
palette, stick with black eyeliner and a
more natural face.
This may sound cliché, but I always
feel like the most “Stevie”-inspired days
are rainy ones. Seriously, put on “Rumors” and pore through your wardrobe. The spirit of Stevie will guide your
fashion choices.
Check out this story online to see
some of my favorite Stevie looks!

THE REMOTE

‘Hannibal’ a tasty take on pop culture’s most famous cannibal
BY RYAN PAIT
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
NBC’s “Hannibal” may
make you rethink your
views on cannibalism.
Stick with me here.
Taking an antihero
and deconstructing him
or her has become a
common theme on television these days.
PAIT
Look no further than
Columnist
“Bates Motel,” “Game of
Thrones,” “Mad Men,” or the recentlydeparted “Breaking Bad.” All feature
characters that seem quintessentially
‘bad,’ but they’re examined through
different shades of grey that explain
why they do what they do.
“Hannibal,” which follows Hannibal
Lecter (Mads Mikkelsen) in his adventures in serial killing and fine dining,
can easily be classified in a similar category. The show also follows special

TWEETS
FROM
THE HILL

agent Will Graham (Hugh Dancy), a
criminal profiler who befriends Hannibal through his work with the FBI.
The show, which was developed by
Bryan Fuller from Thomas Harris’s
novel “Red Dragon,” is a reworking of
the tale of one of pop culture’s most famous serial killers, brought famously to
life by Anthony Hopkins in the Oscarwinning “The Silence of the Lambs.”
What “Hannibal” does best is mixing
up its format. The show could be classified as a crime procedural, but it alternates masterfully between “case of the
week” episodes and larger overarching plots that guide the show’s short,
13-episode seasons.
The show is also just absolutely and
unapologetically weird. Iterations of
procedurals like “CSI” and “NCIS” are
abundant in the world of television,
but do they have plot lines where characters argue about who vomited up
someone’s ear?
I think not.

“Hannibal” also features some of the
greatest character work currently on
television, courtesy of Mikkelsen and
Dancy.
Mikkelsen is just as great of a Hannibal as Hopkins, and he benefits from
getting to develop the character over
a longer amount of time. Mikkelsen’s
sleek and suave demeanor is absolutely intoxicating to watch on screen,
just as Hopkins’ debonair rigidity was
in “Lambs.” “Hannibal” lets us meet
Lecter as the man before he becomes
the legend.
And Mikkelsen just makes you like
Hannibal, even though you know he’s
having his cake and eating it too.
Dancy’s Graham is equally fascinating, mostly because his headspace is
so wild. Fuller’s signature visual style
helps visualize Will’s inner workings,
and Dancy brings them to life with a
cerebral force.
Dancy’s intensity may only be
matched by his real-life wife Claire

@Maryxx3: I just want some
chicken tenders & fries from
Red Zone ... is that too much
to ask for ? #Wku
— Sent 5:30 PM/22 Apr 14

@MichaelGrant_CJ: Former
#WKU forward Aaron Adeoye
has transferred to Southeast
Missouri. #ovc
— Sent 12:55 PM/22 Apr 14

@CaitlinBrooks3: It's a great
day to watch a little softball!
#wku #uk
— Sent 3:42 PM/22 Apr 14

@ohits_tavia: I I know somebody in pft got a needle and
some thread!! #WKU
— Sent 10:38 AM/22 Apr 14

Danes’s performance on “Homeland.”
The great irony of the show is that
we know that Will and Hannibal will
eventually turn on each other, we just
don’t know when. The show maintains
this ironic suspense nicely, especially
because Mikkelsen and Dancy play so
well off each other.
Fair warning, though: this show is not
for the faint of heart or weak of stomach.
“Hannibal” is an exercise in gorgeous
grotesquery as well as an exercise in
contrasts. The crimes that Will and
Hannibal solve together are absolutely
disgusting, but the food that Hannibal
cooks sure looks amazing.
It might not make you switch to human meat, but “Hannibal” makes it
look pretty darn delicious.
Season 2 Grade: A“Hannibal” airs Fridays at 10/9C on
NBC. Previous seasons are available on
DVD, Blu-Ray, iTunes, Amazon Prime
and On Demand.

@sinclairdotson: swear our
mascot is on crack, but he's
the coolest and most involved
mascot in the country. #BigRed #WKU
— Sent 10:16 AM/22 Apr 14
@purpuramortem: The fountain is on! #wku
— Sent 9:09 AM/22 Apr 14
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DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed in this newspaper DO
NOT reflect those of Western
Kentucky University's employees or of its administration.
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THE FUN PAGE
CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Advertising Manager: Ashley Edwards

advertising@wkuherald.com

HELP WANTED
Hiring part-time dental hygienist.
Submit resumes to 1721 31-W Bypass,
Bowling Green, KY 42101.
2014 Graduates encouraged to apply.
Burger and Bun now hiring all
positions.
729 Chestnut Street, Downtown BG.
Exciting Opportunity
Must enjoy working with customers
one on one. Working weekends
required. Hourly wage plus
commissions. Email resume to
nhook@poolandspadepot.com Call
Pool & Spa Depot at
270-782-1119 or stop by the store at
1830 Wallace Court, Bowling Green,
KY
Courtyard Marriott of
Bowling Green is now
accepting applications for a
part-time Guest Service
Representative.
Apply at
1010 Wilkinson Trace,
Bowling Green, KY.

City of Bowling Green
ATHLETICS LABORER
Parks & Recreation Department
20-25 hours/week, evenings and weekends.
Maintain facilities including City parks and soccer
complex; duties include grounds keeping, cleaning restrooms/
dugouts, & trash pickup. Winter responsibilities also include
supervision of youth and adult basketball practices and games.
Must be 18+; High School Diploma or GED; First Aid & CPR
certification a plus. $9.25 hour.
Interested applicants should obtain an employment
application from the Human Resources Department in City
Hall, 1001 College Street, Bowling Green or from our website
at www.bgky.org.
Application Deadline: 4:00 p.m., Friday, May 2, 2014.
The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity
Employer and a Certified Drug-Free Workplace.

City of Bowling Green
TENNIS INSTRUCTORS
Parks & Recreation Department
•Instructs beginning and advanced tennis lessons
•Coordinates and runs tennis activities
•25-30 hours per week; weekend work optional; $8.35/hr
Interested applicants should obtain an employment
application from the Human Resources Department in
City Hall, 1001 College Street, Bowling Green or from our
website at www.bgky.org. The City of Bowling Green is an
Equal Opportunity Employer and a Certified Drug-Free
Workplace.

Rafferty's of Bowling Green is hiring Servers!
Apply in person Monday thru Friday
between 2pm and 4pm.
1939 Scottsville Road
Top Dollar Potential Earnings!
Great Working Atmosphere!

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading
or false claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution
when answering ads, especially when asked to send money or provide
credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not responsible
for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

ACROSS
1 Theater attractions
6 Big fusses
11 Gallery display
14 Taxpayer’s worry
15 Real estate offering
16 Sinking ship signal
17 Takeout option
19 Wash. neighbor
20 Personal IDs
21 Ambulance destinations,
for short
22 Comfy shoe
24 Biblical pronoun
26 Bic products
27 Subject for a
meteorologist
33 Ross of the Supremes
34 “__ won’t be afraid”:
“Stand By Me” lyric
35 French lady friend
36 Jerusalem’s land: Abbr.
37 Look after
41 Chicken __ king
42 Swindle
44 Prefix with classical
45 Bernese Alps peak
47 Bill Gates or Paul Allen,
vis-à-vis Microsoft
51 Those, to Tom·s
52 On an ocean liner, say
53 All for __: to no avail
56 Co. that merged into
Verizon
57 Gas company with toy
trucks
61 Egyptian snake
62 Summoned up
65 Curtain support
66 Shed __: cry
67 Muhammad Ali’s boxing
daughter
68 Exec. moneyman, and a
hint to 17-, 27-, 37-, 47- and
62-Across

69 Requirements
70 Aggravate
DOWN
1 Animal pouches
2 Comments from the
confused
3 Supreme Norse god
4 __-Salem, N.C.
5 Fr. holy woman
6 1994 Denis Leary film
about a crook who acts as an
arbiter
7 Gut-punch reactions
8 Batman and Robin, e.g.
9 Italian tenor standard
10 Spiritual Arizona resort
11 “Keep dreaming”

12 Came by horse
13 Old Russian royal
18 Flower starter
23 Nick and Nora’s dog
25 Former Congressional gp.
concerned with Communist
infiltration
26 Univ. teacher
27 “The __ Kid”: ‘50s TV
Western
28 Former Calif. NFLer
29 __ a kind: unique
30 Mental picture
31 Persian Gulf ship
32 Pretty close
33 Checker, e.g.
38 Provide critical comments
for

39 Curious George creators
Margret and H.A.
40 Actress Russo
43 Video file format
46 Boise resident
48 Trash bin
49 Old cowboy movies
50 Previously owned
53 Drug cop
54 Dating from
55 High hairstyle
56 Happy
58 Emerald Isle
59 Normandy battleground
60 One-horse carriage
63 Dixie general
64 St. Pete’s state

HILLTOP HOROSCOPES
SCORPIO (Oct.
23-Nov. 21) -- Today
and tomorrow begin
a workaholic phase.
Share priorities to
minimize confusion. Check the legal
language before
printing. Profit from
meticulous service.
Pace yourself, to
avoid burnout. Rest,
eat well, and exercise.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
-- Schedule time for
romance today and
tomorrow. Imagine
sun and surf, or
views of tree-filled
paradise. Take time
to relax. Include
loved ones and seek
out light-hearted diversions. Add a little
glamour to your
outfit, and go out for
some fun.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
-- Get into home
pleasures today and
tomorrow. Household projects could
lead to a party.
Finish what you
start. Decorate and
beautify your space,
then invite others to
enjoy it with you.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18) -Control your temper, even as those
around you lose
theirs. Find what
you need close to
home. Words come
easily today and
tomorrow. Write
them down, and distribute to your lists.
Blog, record or take
photos.

PISCES (Feb.
19-March 20) -- Figure the costs and set
away funds to check
off an item from
your bucket list. Let
others know what
you want, and save
up to get it. Advance
your career goals.
Discover the hidden
benefits of keeping
your agreements.
Sweet dreams seem
reachable.

ARIES (March
21-April 19) -Avoid stressful
situations. Focus on
priorities, and reschedule what's less
important. Change
is in the air. Slow
down. Travel could
get complex.

TAURUS (April
20-May 20) -- Don't
pour money down a
hole. Your assumptions get challenged.
Conserve resources.
You can do without
frills and fancy ribbons. Clarify theoretical questions,
and discover fascinating new technology.

GEMINI (May
21-June 20) -- Go
slowly, with patience and a sense of
humor. Keep confidences. Don't push
or force when you
encounter resistance, as the risk of
breakage is high.
Waste causes a disagreement, so avoid
it with caution.

CANCER (June
21-July 22) -- Haste
causes accidents
as well as waste,
so cool your jets.
Some of the things
you try won't work.
Improve your skills
with practice. Heed
a friend's warnings, but don't get
stopped.

LEO (July 23Aug. 22) -- Review
your holdings, and
consider your partner's view. It's not a
good time to gamble.
Nebulous schemes
could tempt with
smoke and mirrors.
Travel's more expensive than it seems.

VIRGO (Aug.
23-Sept. 22) -- Wait
to see what develops. Watch your
step, and take it
slow. Don't jump to
impulsive decisions.
Pay bills and keep
the budget. Avoid
jealousies and upset.
Dance with a surprise without choosing yet.

LIBRA (Sept.
23-Oct. 22) -- Stay
gracious with a hot
head, rather than
launching a chain
reaction argument.
Take you time at
work and get it right.
Provide exactly what
was ordered (not
more or less).
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EVERY DAY

EARTH DAY

Sophie Sterlin, a senior from Haiti, explains a game where participants have to sort through a pile of trash and decide which items are recyclable and which are not during the Earth Day festival. BRIAN POWERS/HERALD

Ready-to-sell tomatoes were one feature of WKU's
Earth Day Festival in Cenennial Mall on Tuesday,
April 22. BRIAN POWERS/HERALD

Maggie Jolly (9, sitting) and Lilah Howell (5), both from Bowling Green, play in the Community Farmers Market
Mobile Market bus during the WKU Earth Day Festival. MIKE CLARK/HERALD
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ICSR brings in final speaker for lecture series
BY AARON MUDD
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

“It was mostly centered on a course
that she developed and teaches called
‘City as Classroom’,” Rohrer said. “That
The Institute for Citizenship & Social course is taught off campus and it realResponsibility is bringing in it's final ly required students to engage in social
speaker in their semester-long guest activism. I think she’s really going to be
lecture series.
talking about her teaching and
Rhonda Williams will speak to
the way that she tries to bring
students today today at the Faccommunity based learning and
ulty House at 4:00 p.m. A recepactivism directly in as an integral
tion will follow.
part of the coursework that she
Williams is a professor of hishas students do.”
tory and the director of the Case
Previous lecturers have spoWestern Reserve University Soken about prison and disability
cial Justice Institute.
studies.
William’s afternoon presen- WILLIAMS
To Rohrer, the series is about
Guest
tation is entitled “Expanding
giving students examples of
lecturer
Classrooms: Pedagogy at the
people who are working as both
Social Justice Crossroads.” Wilresearchers and advocates.
liams talk will focus on her teaching
“A lot of times in talking to students
methods.
I find that they think you can’t be both
Judy Rohrer, director of ICSR, first a scholar and an activist,” Rohrer said.
heard Williams speak at a critical eth- “It is absolutely possible to be scholarnic studies conference in Chicago. Wil- activist.”
liam’s presentation ultimately inspired
The series has encouraged some stuRohrer to invite her come speak at dents to minor in social justice, Rohrer
WKU.
said.

Judy Rohrer, director of ICSR

A lot of times in talking to students I find that they
think you can’t be both a scholar and an activist. It is
absolutely possible to be a
scholar-activist.”
Bowling Green junior Kate McElroy is
one of those students. McElroy works
as a student marketing coordinator for
ICSR.
“As I got more involved with social
justice and some of the programs that
we have here and some of the events
that we do, it became clear to me that
social justice fit in very well with anthropology,” she said. “So I decided
to switch my minor to something like
that.”
McElroy defines social justice as an
attempt to fix social inequality.
“It’s a two part definition,” she said.
“There has to be a recognition that so-

cial inequality exists and then the second part is that social inequality should
not exist.”
Social justice is something that isn’t
confined to one discipline.
“I think social justice can allow us
to examine what is now subconscious and make it conscious and to
see what needs to be changed and
how we can go about doing that.”

IF YOU GO

What: Rhonda Williams lecture
Where: Faculty House
When: 4:00 p.m.
Cost: Free

SGA

SGA hosts safety walk tonight
BY LEAH BROWN
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
The Student Government Association
will be holding a campus safety walk on
Thursday April 24 at Centennial Mall at
6:30 pm.
This is an opportunity for students to
walk around campus and address SGA
with their safety concerns.
“The purpose of this event is to promote safety,” President Keyana Boka
said.
Students should let SGA know if there
is any area on campus where they feel
unsafe, whether if it is because it is a
dark or unstable area.
On Monday, SGA kicked off Earth
Week by planting a community garden
at the office of sustainability.
Boka said the event was a great way
to represent SGA and work together to
help the community.
“It was amazing to see how much
progress we made in a few hours with
so many helping hands,” Boka said.
The garden will be maintained by the
SGA Campus Improvement committee
and will grow tomatoes, squash, sunflowers and peppers.
In her report at the meeting, Boka also
spoke about student enrollment.
International enrollment is up by

43 percent in the past two years, Boka
said. Summer enrollment is also up 37
students which is a good indictor for
the fall semester she said.
Mid-Continent University, a college
in Mayfield, Kentucky, recently announced its closing which may boost
WKU's enrollment next semester.
She also announced that the Downing Student Union is in its final phase
of construction.
Four bills were passed at the meeting
Tuesday night.
Bill 12-14-S which allocates $200 for
the Identification Vouchers Program
passed. As well as Bill 13-14-S which
allocates $6,178.14 to financially assist students who participate in Summer Term courses and Bill 14-14-S
which gives $500 to the Green River
Grotto.
SGA suspended their bylaws to move
Bill 15-14-S into first read. They passed
the bill which gives $150 to the SGA
and Office of Sustainability Earth Week
planting party that took place Monday.
SGA will vote new week on Bill 16-14S and Resolution 16-14-S.
Speaker Paige Settles said that Vicky
Roas, the executive director of Health
Services was unable to attend Tuesday
night's meeting but plans to reschedule.

Download
the new
WKUHERALD
app on
iTunes and
Google Play
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!

Large Selection of beer, wine, and spirits
Kinky Liqueur 16.99
over 300 craft
750 ml

Spring Hill

Liquors

minutes away from WKU!

New amsterdam 10.99
vodka Flavors
750 ml

99
pinnacle vodka
16.
1.75 L
Bacardi Rum 99

750 ml
1.75 L

11.
19.99

domestic and
import beers in
stock including:

Founders, Great Lakes, Abita,
Bluegrass, Dogfish Head,
Bison Brewing, Sixpoint, Flying
Dog, Lefthand Brewing Co,
Goose Island, Schlofly, Magic
Hat, Bell's, Anderson Valley,
and many more

CONTACT:

HOURS:

2037 Russellville road
Bowling green, KY 42101
phone: (270) 782-5551
Spring Hill Liquors

Monday-Saturday
from
8:00am-11:00pm

must be 21 or older. we id
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Turf replacement at Fiex Field underway
BY KYLE WILLIAMS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
The WKU football team has a
new coach, a new conference,
and by the end of May, it will
have a new, state-of-the-art
field.
After six years of wear and
tear from WKU’s football, track
and soccer programs, Feix
Field in Smith Stadium will
undergo renovations done by
FieldTurf, the same company
that has recently laid down
turf at Gillette Stadium for the
NFL’s New England Patriots,
and at Notre Dame Stadium at
the University of Notre Dame.
The project will cost $500,000
and according to Director of
Athletics Todd Stewart, player
safety was the primary motive
behind the project.
“Probably by the most conservative estimate, we maybe
could have had one more year
with the current field,” Stewart
said. “To me, it just didn’t seem
like it was worth the risk. Player safety is really our primary
focus. So that coupled with the
fact that we’re going into Conference USA this year. It just

seemed like ‘let’s just do it now’
rather than wait a year.”
The project began on Monday by cutting Feix Field into
10-yard sections that were
then rolled up and shipped to
Dalton, Georgia where they
would be recycled, according to Bryan Russell, director
of Planning, Design and Construction at WKU.
“The new field will actually
get laid on top of a prepared
sub base,” Russell said. “Which
is a field predominantly made
out of gravel…then it’s lasergrated and is made into a very
perfect, smooth surface. They
actually will lay the new artificial turf field on top of this
sub base and it gets seamed
together. It’s actually almost
like you’re seaming a carpet
together.”
The field will look virtually the
same, with the exception of the
end zones, which will be filled
in with black as a result of a fan
voting opportunity in March,
and the new Conference USA
logos on either 25-yard line that
will replace the previous Sun
Belt Conference logo.
“We want people to go to

Rolled up artificial turf sits on the field of Smith Stadium while the field is being resurfaced Tuesday.
The turf replacement is expected to take six weeks to complete. MIKE CLARK/HERALD
the games first of all,” Stewart
said. “But we want them to go
to the games and feel like they
are a part of what we’re doing.
They’re not just guests, they’re

like a partner. So anytime we
can take fan input and incorporate that into the game day
set up — whether it’s how the
field looks or what we offer

through concession stands.
Obviously fan feedback is an
important thing and hopefully
they’ll be excited about what
they see.”

SOKY Book fest returns this weekend
BY AARON MUDD
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
The Southern Kentucky Book Fest enters its sixteenth year this Saturday.
This year Charlaine Harris will speak
to Bowling Green residents at 9:00 a.m.
at the Knicely Conference Center. Harris authored the “True Blood” series,
which inspired the synonymously
named television show. Admission to
the festival is free.
The WKU Libraries are one of the festival’s key supporters. Kristie Lowry, the literary outreach coordinator, said the festival is about more than just raising money.
“Our goal is just to generate interest
in books, reading, and promote literacy
through that,” Lowry said.
Lowry said the festival tries to feature as

many different types and styles of literature
as possible to cater to diverse preferences.
“We try to represent every genre you
can think of,” she said. “Amish romance
is a genre that has a lot of appeal. We
even have teen Amish romance.”
The festival offers attendees the
chance to meet their favorite authors.
“Through the panels and presentations you can learn a lot too,” Lowry
said. “This year I’m really excited to
have one of the original freedom riders
from the civil rights era, Bernard Lafayette, Jr.”
Some of the authors attending the
Book Fest are also participating in the
Kentucky Writers Conference, which
will be held at the Knicely Conference
Center on Friday, April 25.
“They give workshops and presenta-

tions on the craft of writing and publishing,” Lowry said. “It’s really great
because it’s a free event and there aren’t
many writers' conferences out there
that are truly free.”
Brian Coutts, head of the Department
of Library Public Services, said there is
also a ticketed "Meet the Authors" reception Friday evening where readers
can interact with authors personally.
“If you’ve always wanted to get up
close and personal with one of these
famous writers, you can buy a ticket,”
Coutts said.
He said that the money raised from
the Book Fest goes back into community projects, such as distributing
books to children at the Warren Regional Juvenile Detention Center. It’s a
project Lowry said the libraries try to

assist with in any way possible.
“Oftentimes when we have authors
coming into town we try to take them to
the detention center as well as donating
copies of the books to kids there,” Lowry said. “Oftentimes, especially the kids
at the juvenile detention center, this will
be their one book for their time there.”
Lowry said that money raised from
the festival is used to put books in the
hands of Bowling Green children. One
example of this is the Fall into Books
program. Held each autumn, the program brings authors and their books
into schools to visit kids.
“It’s great to see the kids connect to
the authors with the book that they
have in their hands,” Lowry said. “It really brings that book even more to life
for them.”
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CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
at second and third behind LouisianaLafayette.
Tudor said pitching is going to be a
big factor this weekend.

NOTEBOOK

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
Likewise, Tuesday against No. 8 Kentucky (39-9) the team allowed three
runs each in the second, third, and
fourth innings and was only one run
away in the fifth inning from potentially seeing the run-rule again.
Senior infielder Amanda Thomas
attributed this to both defensive and
mental errors.
“They were putting the ball in play
of course,” Thomas said. “We made
some defensive errors, mental errors
and they just kept getting hits and kept
pushing. I think what helped them was
them getting those extra bases when
we couldn’t stop that with the mental
errors.”

Davis’ another strong DP

Most of this year freshman Andie
Martin has been the designated player
for WKU and in 44 games this season,
she has 22 hits and 17 RBI’s.
However, Tuesday night against Kentucky, Tudor went with another freshman in Kaylan Davis.
In Davis’ first start of the season, and
really the first playing time she has seen,
Davis went 1-for-4 with four RBI’s including her first career home run in the
sixth inning to bring WKU within one.
Davis has been out of commission for
the Lady Toppers after having surgery

APRIL 24, 2014
“South Alabama is a top 25 team and
they have two dominant pitchers,” Tudor said. “We have to hit our pitch and
we have to pitch well. Pitching is the
name of the game and that’s where we
have to get better. Defensively we can’t
make those mental mistakes and let
teams take those extra bags.”

on her wrist. However, it seemed the
wrist did not bother her Tuesday, although she feared it might.
In the plate appearance that led to the
home run, Davis battled the whole way
making the UK pitcher throw her 15
pitches in the at-bat. Number 15 paid
off as Davis sent it sailing over the left
field wall.
“I was nervous, I was really nervous,”
Davis said. “That was nerve-racking.
It’s my first game back (from surgery)
thinking ‘is my wrist going to hurt’ stuff like that. I was stressing, but I had
my team behind and they were giving
me good encouragement.”

Tudor stresses pitching
going forward
Only one game separates South Alabama and WKU for the second spot in
the Sun Belt making this weekend series between the two a big one.
Before the week started, coach Amy
Tudor said that pitching, especially that
from senior Emily Rousseau, was going
to be big for the team for the rest of the
season.
“We need Rousseau to have a big
game,” Tudor said. “We feed off of her.
When she does that we all get excited
and the players respond. We need a
little offense to help back up our pitching staff.”
Rousseau is 16-11 this season with a
2.52 ERA and has struck out 148 batters
including a no-hitter against Troy.

Visit our website for more
news coverage and photo galleries
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CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
some as an at-large bid to the NCAA
regionals.
I bring it up because coach Matt Myers thinks about it too. He realizes this
weekend represents a time the Toppers want to avoid heading into what
he believes is an opportune time in the
year.
“This weekend last year turned our
season,” Myers said. “This schedule
has prepared us for this, to make this
run. I believe we’re the best team on
the remaining part of this schedule.
We’re at home and we need to take
care of business.”
As long as the Toppers handle their
business, the rest of the Sun Belt could
possibly play itself out into a pretty
picture in their favor.
Texas State, who sits two games
ahead in third place in the standings
ahead of WKU, has the chore of playing Louisiana-Lafayette. The Ragin’
Cajuns have only lost twice this year in
the Sun Belt – once to WKU and to UTArlington.
With the potential of the Bobcats
running into what Myers called a
“buzz saw” of a team like ULL, the
opportunity to capitalize in the
league with this much on the line
is too good to not show up and play
well.
“The worst feeling is leaving a game
on a Sunday losing two out of three
and knowing you probably should
have swept them,” junior first baseman Ryan Church said. “I think we’re a

BASEBALL

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
talent and overall than anyone else
on out schedule,” junior first baseman Ryan Church said. “I’m a firm
believer that the hottest team wins
games in the playoffs. We have to
start taking care of business when
business needs to be taken care of
and I don’t think we’ve done that.
The troops are ready to go and ready
to rock and roll and that’s all that
takes.”
Despite the Trojans struggles, they
have managed to win weekend series
against Troy and Georgia State both
at home. WKU lost its series with Troy
earlier this year while winning the
Georgia State series.
A struggling WKU bullpen will have

A9

good enough team to sweep anybody
in our conference with the exception
of (Louisiana-Lafayette). We just have
to start taking care of business when
business needs to be taken care of. I
think the troops are ready to go and
that’s all it takes.”
WKU’s remaining conference schedule pits them against the cellar-dwellers like Arkansas-Little Rock this weekend and home games against Georgia
State and road trips to UT-Arlington
and Louisiana-Monroe.
“I really feel like we can get on a
roll,” Myers said. “If we’re as good as I
think we can be, you can see this team
really take off and take advantage of
playing – we weathered the storm
against two teams in this league and
had two of them on the rail at Lafayette and Texas State and, realistically,
should have won – so we’ve handled
it really well in the conference. Now
it’s time to take care of the bottom of
the conference. Every team you beat
now that you play, you put them out
of the tournament.
“My goal is that if we can’t catch
Lafayette, we can catch Arkansas
State.”
It’s a realistic goal Myers has set. The
Red Wolves, like WKU, are handling
a team this weekend at the bottom
of the conference with Georgia State
before having to deal with ULL next
weekend.
That’s a “buzz saw” the Tops are glad
they weathered. The goal is right in
front of them once again like last season at this time. Except this season,
the Toppers hope that history doesn’t
repeat itself.

two solid hitters to deal with this weekend. Ben Crumpton and Tanner Rockwell have a batting average of over .300
and lead the team in almost every offensive category.
“They are a physical offense, coach
(Scott) Norwood has got those guys
playing pretty well,” Myers said.
“They are a junior college heavy
team. You don’t get too familiar when
there are a lot of replacements coming in and out but they are going to
play hard.
“They have been a different team on
the road then they have been at home,
they are very good at home. I think
we’re very good at home so the weekend focus will be on us taking care of
us game by game but I feel really good
about this team taking off.”
The first game will be held Friday at 6
p.m. at Nick Denes Field.
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Toppers hope
for different
outcome in a
familiar situation
BY ELLIOTT PRATT
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

A year ago today,
I woke up to work
a graveyard shift at
UPS around 1:00
a.m. I went to sleep
a few hours beforePRATT
hand knowing I
Sports
would wake up and
editor
see the final score of
the
WKU-Kentucky
baseball game from Bowling Green
Ballpark. What I didn’t expect was
waking up to my twitter feed still
buzzing about what was the longest
in Division-I that year in a 3-2 WKU
win in 18 innings.
I reminisce this to bring back a
memory of how a team’s play went
from the highest of highs to the lowest of lows in a season. While April
24, 2012 was a game Topper fans
will always remember, the following games were ones they would
like to forget.
It was at this point in the season
last year – with 14 to 16 games remaining – that the Toppers’ season
fell apart.
Last season after that 18 inning
duel the Toppers lost eight of their
next ten before ending the season
on a four game win streak. Before
those losses they were projected by
SEE COLUMN PAGE A9

NOTEBOOK

Lady Toppers
expecting big
plays against
South Alabama
BY AUSTIN LANTER
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
With only a couple weeks left before the Sun Belt Conference Tournament starts, the WKU Lady Topper softball team holds the third
best record in the conference and
look to gain ground this weekend.
That, however, will not be an easy
task as WKU (31-16-1, 10-5 Sun Belt
Conference) squares off with three
teams that are ranked in the top 30
in the country.

Big innings plague WKU
The Lady Toppers fell victim to the
run-rule against Texas State (22-26,
5-10 SBC) in the series finale Saturday, losing 11-2. The team gave
up multiple runs in four of the five
innings played Sunday, including
four runs in the fourth inning.
SEE NOTEBOOK PAGE A9
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SERIES
WKU senior pitcher Emily Rousseau pitches to a University of Kentucky batter Tuesday during a game between the instate foes. Only several weeks away from the end of the season, WKU came into the game with a 31-15-1 record and are
third in the Sun Belt Conference. LUKE FRANKE/HERALD

Lady Toppers facing nations’ elite this week
BY AUSTIN LANTER
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
Earlier this week coach Amy Tudor said that this would
be the hardest week of the season for her WKU Lady Top-

Saturday starter
Emily Rosseau

2.77
ERA

per softball team. The team was set to play five games,
four of them against top 25 teams, including a three
game Sun Belt Conference series against South Alabama,
ranked No. 19 in the latest NCAA RPI poll.

Results for the Lipscomb game were not
available at press time. For more coverage
of the game, visit wkuherald.com.

They started off the week with a loss to No. 8 Kentucky
(39-9). The two teams combined for 25 hits in the contest.

the week with a three game series against the Jaguars of

Wednesday night WKU had to do battle with the Lip-

South Alabama, who is currently ranked 19th in the na-

scomb Lady Bison (35-11), a team that is receiving votes

tion, sitting at 32-8 overall and 11-5 in the Sun Belt Con-

for the top 25. Due to press constraints, results from that

ference.
WKU and South Alabama will start the weekend with a

game can be found online at wkuherald.com.
For senior infielder Amanda Thomas, hitting and de-

doubleheader Saturday beginning at 1:00 p.m. for Senior
Day followed up by a Sunday game at noon.

fense is key.
“If we out-hit them and play our game on defense we
will be fine,” Thomas said. “We can obviously do that
since we got 16 hits on the (No. 8 Kentucky) team in the

With only six conference games left in the regular season, the series is a big one for both teams.
The Lady Toppers are right behind South Alabama in the
conference standings right now as the two teams come in

nation.”
WKU (31-16-1, 10-5 Sun Belt Conference) will round out

SEE SOFTBALL PAGE A9
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Toppers put Louisville loss behind them in prep for UALR
BY BILLY RUTLEDGE
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

WKU's Ryan Church slides safely into second base underneath the tag of South
Alabama's Davis Knapp during their game at Nick Denes field on Friday. The Toppers
would go on to lose 13-10. BRIAN POWERS/HERALD

The WKU baseball team was held to
one run and five hits when they traveled to face the Louisville Cardinals
Tuesday night. The Toppers (21-20,
9-9 Sun Belt Conference) were defeated 3-1 at Jim Patterson Stadium as
the Cardinals completed the season
sweep.
The Toppers bats struggled the entire
afternoon as WKU didn't manage a
run until the eighth inning. In innings
three through seven, Cardinals pitcher
Josh Rogers sat down 12 batters in a
row. Rogers pitched seven innings allowing three hits and one earned run
on 75 pitches.
WKU's run in the eighth inning
came after a leadoff single by senior
captain Regan Flaherty to start the inning. Junior catcher Ryan Messex hit
a RBI double over the center fielders
head to score the lone run.

With no outs and a man on second
down 2-1, WKU then proceeded to
strikeout twice and grounded out to
end the inning.
“That's a credit to Rogers, he did a
really nice job with us tonight,” Coach
Matt Myers said.“Their defense made
some really nice plays and you don't
get too many opportunities against
Louisville. They are really good.”
With WKU losing the season series
to Louisville, the team will look ahead
to a weekend series against ArkansasLittle Rock (16-21, 5-13).
The Toppers are 9-9 in Sun Belt play
this season and are ranked fourth in
the conference. WKU is four games
out of second place while the Trojans
are in ninth out of ten. With only a 5-13
record in conference and a 2-15 on the
road, Arkansas-Little Rock will have its
hands full at Nick Denes field where
the Toppers are 15-6 this season.
“I truly believe we are the best team
SEE BASEBALL PAGE A9

